BalcaniHUB: Opportunità di cooperazione, settembre 2016

PROFILI DI COOPERAZIONE SERBIA
Clicca sul titolo per consultare il profilo completo.
PER INFORMAZIONI E ASSISTENZA, scrivi a balcani@agenziadisviluppo.net indicando
nell'oggetto dell'e-mail il codice identificativo (POD Reference) del profilo selezionato.
Offerte commerciali
1. Serbian mushrooms producer is looking for distributors
2. Serbian hydraulic parts and components manufacturer is looking for partners
3. A Serbian environmentally oriented marketing & consulting agency is looking for partners from Germany,
Croatia, Slovenia...
4. A Serbian IT company is looking for partners from Italy, France, Greece, Germany and Romania for
commercial agency and...
5. Serbian syndicated radio production company seeks commercial agent, and radio broadcasters from
Germany, France, Italy,...
6. Serbian fashion consulting company is looking for clients of its services
7. A Serbian company, manufacturer of high quality tools for packaging offers reciprocal production.
8. A Serbian company engaged in the processing of sheet metal is looking for distributors.
9. Serbian company producing certified organic products which provide optimal body balance and improve
health (functional...
10. Serbian consulting company is searching for partners for joint-venture
11. Serbian company engaged in international carriage and storage of goods by road seeks agents
12. A Serbian transport company as a leading force transporter in the region is looking for companies that
need transport...
13. Organic food and natural cosmetics producer from Serbia seeks distributors abroad
14. A Serbian company engaged in wood cutting and processing, as well as manufacturing parquet is looking
for trade...
15. Serbian producer of medium and low voltage substations and distribution cabinets seeks distributors for its
products and...
16. A Serbian producer of ecological disinfectant and silver water is looking for joint venture partners
17. Computer equipment sales company is looking for sales representative
18. A Serbian company specialized in production of high quality PVC joinery is looking for agents or distributors
(trade...
19. A Serbian IT company is looking for partners fo joint venture and subcontracting/outsourcing
20. A Serbian construction activities company seeks companies, subcontracting their production
21. A Serbian company specialized in producing rubber footwear and technical rubber goods is looking for
distributors for...
22. Serbian manufacturer of electrical installation material seeks distributors for these products.
23. Serbian confectionery producer seeks trade intermediary services abroad
24. A Serbian company engaged in the production of dry pressed, single-fired floor and wall tiles is looking for
agents to...
25. A Serbian engineering company is looking for partners for distribution, outsourcing and reciprocal
production
26. A Serbian company specialized in the processing of poppy, sunflower, peanut, cereals is looking for
distributors and...
27. A Serbian company specialized in the production of marzipan mass, is looking for distributors abroad.
28. Serbian fashion clothes company is looking for distribotuors and offering franchise
29. A Serbian company specialized in the manufacture of doors and windows is looking for distributors for
these products in...
30. Serbian laboratory offers cooperation in area of toxicological monitoring of waste compounds and their
degradation...
31. Serbian company offers consulting services in area of biogas plants
32. Serbian distributor of leading producers of plastics and rubber injection molding equipment seeks
distribution...
33. Serbian R&D department, with new semi-solid аnd liquid phytopreparations with strong antimicrobial
activity seeks...
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34. A Serbian company specialized in engineering activities of refrigeration equipment is looking for
commercial agency for...
35. Serbian augmented reality software company seeks partners for commercial agency agreement and
services agreement
36. A Serbian company specialized in production of worm gear, gear speed, special reducers and various
machine parts by...
37. Serbian company manufacturer of leather products is looking for distributors
38. Serbian company offering honey products is looking for agents and distributors
39. A Serbian producer of work clothes
40. Serbian company producing dietary supplements from red grapes and red wine is looking for commercial
agency and...
41. A Serbian company, in metal industry, specialized in manufacturing and maintenance of processing
equipment and tools for...
42. A Serbian manufacturer of stoves, boilers and pellet burners for central heating as well as contemporary
stoves is...
43. A Serbian pharmaceutical company offers preclinical development, biocompatibility testing for medical
devices, and...
44. A Serbian company, engaged in mold casting of metal items, is looking for representatives for sale in
European countries...
45. Serbian company offers rubber extrusion profiles, molded rubber and plastics products, and brake hoses,
and maintenance...
46. Serbian offset and digital printing company is offering to become a subcontractor
47. The company from Serbia producing briquettes and pellets from biomass offers maintenance of machines
and consulting...
48. Serbian company specialized in UV flexographic printing offers services
49. Serbian manufacturer of industrial gases seeks acquisition or joint venture
50. A Serbian company with long experience in construction is looking for an agent
51. A Serbian company offers a complete range of engine parts machining for all types of passenger vehicle
engine as well as...
52. Serbian manufacturer of hydraulic systems seeks distributors
53. Serbian architecture studio, offering wide range of high-quality architectural services, seeks partners for
services...
54. The Serbian producer of pharmaceutical products is looking for distributors
55. Natural fruit juices producer from Serbia seeks distributors abroad.
56. Serbian producer of furniture made of natural wood seeks distributors.
57. Serbian company producing of bioenergy crops for soil remediation is offering a joint venture for
establishment of...
58. Serbian manufacturer of polyethylene bags seeks distributors
59. Serbian manufacturer of cutting and angle tools, spare parts and industrial services seeks distributors
60. The Serbian company specialized in production of a high quality quince and apricot brandy seeks
distributors
61. A Serbian company specialized in production of press tools and erosion of the wire EDM (Electrical
discharge machining)...
62. Serbian artistic metalworking company is looking for partners for distribution and subcontracting
63. Serbian institute offers bio-analytical monitoring of organophosphates and carbamates
64. A Serbian company specialized in production of construction carpentry and joinery seeks partner abroad
65. A Serbian company offers outsorcing activities - processing of vegetables and fruits
66. Serbia producer of briquettes and pellets from biomass seeks distributors and commercial representatives
for its...
67. Serbian company is engaged in manufacturing of fitting for metal doors and windows (all sorts of hinges,
rollers for...
68. Serbian producer of bioenergy crops for soil remediation seeks joint venture for expansion of light concrete
production
69. Serbian enterprise specialized in design and making tools for the production of plastic parts for industrial
purposes.
70. Serbian producer of recycled rubber products is searching for distributors
71. Serbian web design specialized company is offering outsourcing activities for web design, hosting,
applications and...
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72. Serbian software company offers its software development services (know how)
73. Serbian manufacturer of rubber, rubber-metal and metal parts for industrial equipment and machinery is
looking for trade...
74. Food products manufacturer is looking for distributors
75. A Serbian company specialized in cardboard boxes production is looking for partners for join venture in the
field of...
76. A Serbian company specialized in the sale of deep frozen fruits is looking for distributors abroad.
77. A Serbian metal components manufacturer is looking for distributors
78. A Serbian company for collecting and treatment of waste seeks joint venture
79. Serbian dental practice is looking for foreign clients and representatives
80. A Serbian company, specialized in design, production and distribution of parts and forgings for railway's,
automobile's...
81. Serbian trader of foodstuffs, mainly fish and seafood, seeks distributors
Richieste commerciali
1. A Serbian distributor of lighting and electronic equipment and parts is looking for manufacturers from
Germany, Italy,...
2. A small Serbian distributor offers commercial agency agreement for Serbian market to producers of
irrigation systems...
3. One of the biggest pharmaceutical company in Serbian market, which imports, distributes and sales
dietary supplements...
4. The Serbian company, engaged in transport and storage of goods in international traffic, seeks
warehousing
5. A Serbian company engaged in cultivation of orchards and processing fruit in fruit brandies is looking for
manufacturers...
6. A Serbian company dealing with distributing of peripherals, components, multimedia devices, gaming
accessories and games...
7. A Serbian company offers distribution for all kind of profiles for building, epoxy grout and bathroom
accessories.
8. Serbia company seeks manufacturers and/or wholesalers of organic/non-organic individually quick frozen
fruits
9. Serbian company is looking for producers/suppliers of organic (bio) sugar cane
10. A Serbian company is engaged in wholesale, import and distribution of pharmaceuticals, medical devices.
11. A Serbian trader of frozen sea fish offers trade intermediary services
12. A Serbian company engaged in import of fresh fruits and vegetables offers to act as the distributor
13. A Serbian company offers distribution of FMCG (Fast-moving consumer goods)
14. A medium-sized organic cluster from Serbia is looking for partners for joint venture and service agreements
15. A Serbian company engaged in import of fruits and vegetables offers to act as the distributor
Offerte tecnologiche
1. Innovative plant technology for water disinfection based on sodium hypochlorite
2. Software application for environmental impact assessment
3. Patented combined agricultural machine for tillage with rotating plow, fertilization, preparation and
stabilization of...
4. Innovative technology of ensiling animal feeds
5. Innovative software for agricultural enterprises
6. Innovative software that manages fully automated parking billing
7. Technology for producing bio-fermented juice from fruits and vegetables.
8. Platform for real time acoustic signal acquisition and data processing
9. Industry grade multifunctional processing computer for real-time process control based on open source
Linux operating...
10. The innovative apparatus for destroying weeds (ambrosia)
11. Innovative double-acting machine with rotary piston
12. Innovative LED floodlights and LED panel lights
13. Technology of three-layer surface welding for reparation of railway switches
14. An innovative hypodermic safety needle for medical applications in hospital and clinical conditions of use
15. Serbian Institute offers plasma technology know-how and engineering support for optimisation of
combustion systems in...
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16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Eco-friendly technology for the manufacturing of pesticides and fertilizers
Musical instrument digital interface (MIDI-) based controllers
Innovative machine for packing dairy products glasses into cardboard and plastic containers
Innovative banking kiosk
Innovative probiotic for animal use
Innovative vehicle tracker device – continuous monitoring of vehicle location
Simple wireless rececording microphone
The Serbian laboratory has developed technology for diamond coatings synthesis on cutting and drilling
tools of various...

Richieste tecnologiche
1. Dental machine processing center
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